PHF Remains Open and Vigilant as The Country Deals with Coronavirus

We as an Airport are monitoring the latest developments of the current coronavirus pandemic and any impact it may have on our day-to-day operations. Our first priority at the Newport News/Williamsburg International Airport is the health and well-being of our guests, vendors, staff and community.

At this time, we are taking lead from the CDC and the State of Virginia. We are in contact with the City of Newport News, Hampton and York monitoring their response as well. We will continue to follow and adhere to any guidelines set forth by local, state and national officials. For the time being, our administrative offices will remain open during normal business hours.

As our focus remains on the health and safety of all travelers, we have placed several hand-sanitizing stations throughout the facility, enhanced our already comprehensive daily housekeeping procedures, and are following recommended CDC guidelines and best practices. We have also advised our staff to take extra caution with monitoring their own health and not report should they experience flu-like symptoms.

Any decision to close airports across the country will come from the FAA and/or by order of the President. We will continue to do our part to keep our national system of air connectivity open and operating safely. While we love to be a hub of activity, we understand many customers are following public officials and staying home. For those that need to travel, we are here. We kindly ask those travelers to please use common sense and to the best of your abilities, maintain social distance. As a result, some amenities passengers would normally access are not available. Currently Hudson News and our USO are closed, but the restaurant, TakePHFlight, remains open for ticketed passengers.

We will continue to follow State and Federal recommendations and will update any further developments or changes in procedure. As always, thank you for flying PHF.